ERSKINE OVERNIGHT

Guests 2012

A

Marty Allen for over sixty years has given the world one of the greatest gifts a person can offer, the gift of laughter. Marty Allen, along with Steve Rossi, for 30 years were the reigning comedy duo with 44 appearances on The Ed Sullivan Show. Marty Allen became a favorite Hollywood Square, actor on stage and screen and a Las Vegas headliner. Now with his beautiful wife Karen Kate Blackwell, Marty is still one of the hardest working entertainers. Together they're introducing a new generation on cruise ships and in casinos to clean family comedy. [Www.martyallenhellodere.com](http://Www.martyallenhellodere.com) 10/20

Bruce Anderson is majority owner of [Cyber Investigation Services LLC](http://Cyberinvestigationservices.com) a private investigative agency. He is certified in digital forensics and as a pen testing engineer. Mr. Anderson has worked for the Gainesville Florida and Alachua County sheriff’s department and is part of the Tampa Chapter of FBI/InfraGuard. The work he did on corporate defamation investigations was reported by Fox News. [http://cyberinvestigationservices.com](http://cyberinvestigationservices.com) 6/16/12

B

Dr. Timothy Ball PhD is the first Canadian to obtain a Ph.D. in Climatology. Dr. Ball was Professor of Climatology at the University of Winnipeg for 32 years. He is currently an environmental consultant. Dr. Ball exposes the top climate change myths. These myths are rapidly being exposed as more people around the world are questioning the global warming industry. [www.drtimball.com](http://www.drtimball.com) [www.friendsofscience.org](http://www.friendsofscience.org) 2/11, 4/7, 7/7, 9/1, 10/20, 12/29

Dave Bego is President/CEO of Executive Management Services a commercial cleaning company in Indianapolis Indiana. His company began with 2 accounts in Indianapolis in 1989. He now has over 5000 employees in 36 states from coast to coast. His company is an environmental leader. He is trying to protect his employees to have freedom to have a secret union ballot. His books The Devil at Our Doorstep Protecting Employee Rights and The Devil at Our Doorstep Exposing the Real Agenda of Big Labor examines why the so-called Employee Free Choice Act is a direct threat to free enterprise and capitalism. It’s anything but Free Choice. [www.TheDevilAtOurDoorstep.com](http://www.TheDevilAtOurDoorstep.com) 6/02, 8/18, 10/20, 12/1
**Pat Benjamin** has been an entrepreneur and a political activist since the 1960’s. She helped form the New Jersey Reform Party and was elected Vice-Chair of the National Reform Party. Pat knows *The Perot Legacy: A New Political Path* as she was an insider. She hosts An Independent Voice weekly radio program in Philadelphia & the internet. Tonight we’ll discuss the TEA PARTY and then influence for 2012. [www.theperotlegacy.com](http://www.theperotlegacy.com) 2/18/12

**Norris L. Beren** has spread awareness about *Prostate Cancer: Hope Is Not a Strategy* outlines the symptoms and various forms of treatment from a prostate cancer survivor. Now Mr. Beren turns his attention to *When Disaster Strikes Home: 101 ways to protect your family from unthinkable emergencies*. This year we’ve had devastating tornadoes from Massachusetts to Alabama, flooding along the Mississippi, and record fires in the west. Norris is a leading expert on emergency planning having worked in risk reduction for over 30 years. His 6 step plan was prepared by *The Emergency Preparedness Educational Institute*. [www.norrisspeaks.com](http://www.norrisspeaks.com)

**John Berlau** is Senior Fellow for Finance and Access to Capital in the Center for Economic Freedom at the Competitive Enterprise Institute. Berlau was an award winning financial and political journalist with *Investor's Business Daily*, and a staff writer for *Insight Magazine*. His book *Eco-Freaks* has been listed as a top 100 selling Amazon best selling non-fiction books. Tonight we'll discuss the effect of Dodd-Frank on our wallet and our economy. [www.CEI.org](http://www.CEI.org) 10/6/12

**Richard Bernstein** is the founder and CEO of *Richard S. Bernstein & Associates*, a national leader in the healthcare and life insurance industry. Over the last 40 years, he has advised many of America’s wealthiest families and businesses, including serving as healthcare advisor to Donald Trump and the Trump Organization. He has been featured on FOX Business, NBC, CBS, ABC Bloomberg, Fortune and many other newspapers and magazines. Tonight we’ll discuss the upcoming Supreme Court decision and the future of Obamacare and health insurance for America. [www.rbernstein.com](http://www.rbernstein.com) 6/02/12

**Michael W. Blodgett** is the author of three novels including his latest *Room To Romp* under the name W.D. Totten Jr.. He’s a paralegal who has conducted extensive research on the most secretive of Masonic organizations *The Royal Order of Jesters*. This secret branch of the well-respected Shrine has been linked to a worldwide crime ring. It is alleged that threats, retaliation, judicial corruption, tax evasion, and human trafficking are part and parcel of this organization of over 24,000 members. Members of this, invitation only, group of elites included Gerald R. Ford, Buzz Aldrin, and John Wayne. Don’t miss this explosive hour. [www.tottentrilogy.com](http://www.tottentrilogy.com) 7/21/12

**Sam Bobrick** is first and foremost a playrighter with over 40 plays to his credit. He made a living writing for television programs including *The Andy Griffith Show, Bewitched, Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour, The Paul Lynde Show, Captain Kangaroo, The Flintstones, Get Smart*, plus many more. His songwriting included selling his first song he wrote to Elvis, 2 *Mad Magazine Albums featuring “It's A Gas”*. His latest CD is titled
**Totally Twisted Country** by *The Cow Pies*. Have some fun with one of the funniest CD's you'll ever hear. [Www.sambobrick.com](http://www.sambobrick.com) 12/15/12

**Steve Bourie**, presents the *2012 American Casino Guide*. You’ll discover the best places and games across America, how to save money, and possibly return a winner. Steve has sold over 250,000 copies, which demonstrates the popularity of recreational gaming. There are listings for over 700 casinos in 46 states, every casino/resort in the US, plus all Indian and Riverboat Casinos. The $1000.00 in coupons in this book will more than pay for the cost for most readers. If you can only buy one travel/gambling book make it *2012 American Casino Guide*. [www.Americancasinoguide.com](http://www.Americancasinoguide.com) 3/31/12

**Walter Bregman** had a high-powered career before retiring. He was president of International Playtex, VP of advertising and marketing for E&J Gallo Wineries and president of one of America’s top 20 ad agencies. His current mission is to help prevent deaths from heart attacks through his convenient *HEARTSAVER* product. Mr. Bregman is also the author of *Spray the Bear* about his life in advertising. [www.heartsaver.us](http://www.heartsaver.us), [www.spraythebear.com](http://www.spraythebear.com) 3/10/12

**Rod Brouhard** is a paramedic with 20 years experience responding to 911 calls by ambulance and as a firefighter. He spent 10 years as emergency medical services program at one of California’s oldest community colleges. In 2005 he was named EMS educator of the year for Mountain-Valley EMS agency. In 2006 he was given the Star of Life Award by the California and the American Ambulance Association. He has written for several trade journals. His book *Life’s Little Emergencies* is a handbook for active independent seniors and caregivers. [www.rodbrouhard.com](http://www.rodbrouhard.com) 5/12/12

**Robert Chapman** is the publisher of *The International Forecaster*. This is the newsletter that examines world economic conditions and major events. He provides a forecast of economic trends for intelligent financial planning and investing. Mr. Chapman presents future headlines today. Mr. Chapman presents the world-view you’re not going to get on CNN, ABC, CBS, NBC or any of the managed news services. Mr. Chapman offers the information that will enable you to make informed financial decisions. [www.intforecaster.com](http://www.intforecaster.com) 877) 479-8178  1/21/12, 2/18/12, 3/17/12, 4/21/12

**Patrick Chouinard** writer, freelance journalist, former producer of *Archaeology TV*, and editor in chief of *The New Archaeology Review* introduces us to a new time line of human social development. *Forgotten Worlds :From Atlantis to the X-Woman of Siberia and the Hobbits of Flores* is a non-stop exciting, fact based look at the latest discoveries of the mysteries of human origin. This ground breaking book will begins at 900,000 BCE when the first northern Europeans evolve to the discovery in 1976 of the face on mars. Brace yourself for a new look at humanity and our long lost history. 11/24/12

**LaCheryl Cillie** is a licensed auctioneer who was featured guest appraiser on *Antiques Roadshow* and the *Discovery Channel*. She was featured as an appraiser and shopping expert on Atlanta and Alabama FOX network. Tonight we’ll discover the secrets of
distinguishing between designer and knock-off labels, and how to pick out valuable treasures from junk. Her book *From Darkness to Light* is a must read and manual for bargain hunters. [www.thriftstyleliving.com](http://www.thriftstyleliving.com)

**Dr. Michael S. Coffman Ph.D.,** is a highly respected scientist and ecologist who has been involved in ecosystem research for over 20 years in academia and industry. Dr. Coffman is President of Environmental Perspectives Inc. and Director of Sovereignty International. His Book, *Saviors of the Earth? The politics and Religion of Environmentalism* exposed the pantheistic environmentalist phenomenon. Dr. Coffman’s DVD’s *Global Warming or Global Governance* and *Global Warming, Emerging Science* has received accolades from around the world. Dr. Coffman’s *Rescuing America* offers hope and challenges to restore our Constitutional Republic. **PLUNDERED: How Progressive Ideology Is Destroying America** is the hardest hitting book yet on the plans of the New World Order Elites for America. It’s just in time for our elections and the Rio Summit Anniversary Edition. [www.discerningtoday.org](http://www.discerningtoday.org), [www.Americaplundered.com](http://www.Americaplundered.com) 2/4/12, 3/31/12, 6/16/12, 8/25/12, 10/13/12

**Dr. Dennis Cuddy PhD.,** is a historian and political analyst who taught at major universities. He has worked as a political and economic risk analyst for an international consulting firm and was a senior associate with the U.S. Department of Education. He has authored or edited 24 books and hundreds of articles for *The Washington Post, The Los Angeles Times, USA Today,* and *News With Views.* Tonight we’ll discuss *The Power Elite and the Secret Nazi Plan.* [www.newswithviews.com](http://www.newswithviews.com) 5/19/12

**Anna Cuevas** “America’s Loan Modification Guru” is a #1 bestselling author and has guided thousands of Americans in keeping their homes from foreclosure. A popular blogger [askaloanmodguru.com](http://askaloanmodguru.com), Cuevas has been nominated a CNN Hero. She is the author of *Save Your Home: Without Losing Your Mind or Money.* [www.saveyourhomethebook.com](http://www.saveyourhomethebook.com) 3/10/12

**Bill Dean** is an investigative journalist, former assignment Editor at CBS News for 30 years, daily blogger at [www.OurMissingNews.com](http://www.OurMissingNews.com) and author of *Smooth Criminal,* examines how dangerous prisoners have been trained and released to carry out treacherous assignments that the Feds would rather not do themselves. The released prisoners are not supervised…or even watched. Running amok in society, some of these criminals find a new way of life drugging, stealing, and even murdering innocent citizens. [http://OurMissingNews.com](http://OurMissingNews.com) 5/26/12

**Dave DeBlander** is an award-winning business owner, consultant, and speaker. Dave lives the American dream, with a turn-key business that enables him to take 3 month vacations and own a million dollar home on Pensacola Beach. He’s the author of *40 Words to Awaken the Entrepreneur Within.* [www.DaveDeBlander.com](http://www.DaveDeBlander.com) 1/21/12

**Andrew Didonato & Dennis N. Griffin** are the authors of *Surviving the Mob: A Street Soldier’s Life Inside The Gambino Crime Family.* This amazing book tells the life of
Andrew Didonato from age 14 stealing cars until age 31 when the mob and the law were both after him. It isn’t your usual mob book, but a true insider’s view of how the mobsters look out for number 1 and use those who work for them until they’re of no further value or pose a perceived threat. The honor we see in the movies and television doesn’t exist on the streets. I really enjoyed this book as I enjoyed Mr. Griffin’s Culotta.

www.huntingtonpress.com 6/23/12

E

Mark Edward is a professional mentalist who specializes in magic of the mind. This year marks his 50th year as a performing magician. In the 1960's he was chosen to be one of three, out of 1600 applicants, as an on-air radio psychic for the nationally syndicated Psychic Friends Network. Mark worked from 1985 to 1999 as the resident medium at the world famous Magic Castle in Los Angeles. In 1992 he joined the Editorial Board of Skeptics Magazine. His featured segment as a spirit medium for the pilot of Penn & Teller's Showtime series helped to secure an Emmy nomination for that episode. In 2008 Edward completed a pilot for The Skeptologists. Mark this August did a psychic expose on ABC's Good Morning America. He's appearing this week on Inside Edition. His latest book Psychic Blues exposés the Confessions of a Conflicted Medium.

www.themarkedward.com 10/06/12

Brenda J. Elliott is the co-author of the new blockbuster best selling Fool Me Twice. Her latest book details Mr. Obama’s shocking plans for the next four years. The Manchurian Candidate targeted the progressive establishment media. Red Army exposed the radical socialist agenda that threatens to destroy the fabric of America.

www.wnd.com/brenda-j-elliott 8/18/12

Jonathan W. Emord, principal of Emord and Associates, practices constitutional and Food and Drug law in Washington D.C. before the federal courts and agencies. He is the only attorney in American history to defeat the FDA eight times in federal court, seven times on First Amendment grounds. Emord is rated “AV” (preeminent in the law, the highest possible legal rating in both legal ability and ethics) by the Martindale-Hubbell organization. Mr. Emord is the author of Global Censorship of Health Information, The Rise of Tyranny, and the incredible new Restore the Republic.

www.emord.com 1/14/12, 2/11, 3/10, 4/14/12, 5/12, 6/09, 7/7, 8/11, 9/8, 10/13, 11/24, 12/29

F

Dr. Joseph P. Farrell is a physicist and author of the highly acclaimed Giza Death Star trilogy, The SS Brotherhood of the bell The Nazis’ Incredible Secret Technology, The Cosmic War, Nazi International, and The Philosopher's Stone. Roswell and the Reich Babylon's Banksters which examines the secret or “occult” physics and the esoteric powers critical to the banksters operation. Tonight we will discuss his latest book Transhumanism a Grimoire of Alchemical Agendas along with Dr. Scott D. de Hart teacher, author and lecturer. The question tonight is what is the agenda for a trans-
humanistic civilization and are we racing toward the Apocalypse? [Www.drdehart.com](http://www.drdehart.com) [www.gizadeathstar.com](http://www.gizadeathstar.com) 11/19/12

**Sallie Felton** is the author of *Stepping Stones for Success, Clutter Free and Clear, GPS (Goals and Proven Strategies, Start Where You Stand, and her latest If I’m So Smart Why Can’t I Get Rid of This Clutter?* Sallie is an organizing expert, speaker, talk radio host who offers us the tools to clear a path to get our lives back on track. [www.sosmartonline.com/clutter](http://www.sosmartonline.com/clutter) 3/24/12

**Dr. James H. Fetzer** is the author of *Murder In Dealy Plaza, American Assassination: The Strange Death of Senator Paul Wellstone, 911 Science of an Inside Job, Render Unto Darwin*, and his latest *The 911 Conspiracy*. We’ll look at the scientific evidence eleven years after 911. The events of 911 and the assassination of President Kennedy have many similarities. Both events led to sham commissions being set up and a consolidation of power and control over [www.veteranstoday.com/author/fetzer/merica](http://www.veteranstoday.com/author/fetzer/merica). [www.911Scholars.org](http://www.911Scholars.org), [www.assassinationscience.com](http://www.assassinationscience.com) 9/15/12

**Michael Finney** is one of the world’s foremost comedy magicians. He received the *Academy of Arts Award for Comedy Magician of the Year*. He was a finalist in 1986 *Star Search* with Ed McMahon, in 1987 he received the *Silver Lions Head Award* from Seigfried & Roy. Mr. Finney travels 40 weeks a year appearing in venues across the country. He has appeared on *HBO, 2 NBC Magic Specials, The Tonight Show, George Lopez*, 6 appearances on FOX TV’s *Comic Strip Live*. He won the *World Magic Act Award* in 2009 and was a featured performer at the inauguration of President Bush. **Michael Finney’s Dry Heat Desert Classic** has raised over $900,000 in the last 15 years for children. This year’s event is again at Wildhorse Pass Hotel/Casino in Chandler Arizona July 26-28. [www.dryheatclassic.com](http://www.dryheatclassic.com) [www.michaelfinney.com](http://www.michaelfinney.com) 7/14/12

**Andrew Gause** explained *The Secret World of Money* 20 years ago. This best seller examined the start of money, bonds, the IMF, and de-mystified the Federal Reserve. He knows and wrote the book on Federal Reserve that is neither Federal nor containing reserves. His new *Uncle Sam Cooks the Books* and *The World of Money Newsletter* should be required reading for anyone seeking privacy and safety of their funds. We’ll discuss the “so called” QE III and the continuing crisis in Europe. 800) 468-2646 [www.andygause.com](http://www.andygause.com) 2/25/12, 4/28/12, 6/23/12, 7/4/12, 10/27/12

**Vivian Gaspar** over the last 20 years founded and owned several businesses. She has been a keynote speaker on financial topics for corporations, service clubs, and the New Jersey Department of Labor. Gaspar has helped over 200 families with loan modification saving many from foreclosure. Her book *How to Survive Your Financial Crisis* can help us avoid financial problems not only after they occur but before they happen. We all are living in perilous times. It’s smart to prepare. [www.howtosurviveyourfinancialcrisis.com](http://www.howtosurviveyourfinancialcrisis.com), [www.StopMyCrisis.com](http://www.StopMyCrisis.com) 1/14/12
Joel Gilbert is a graduate of the University of London and the London School of Economics. He is a contributing editor for the national security and foreign policy website www.familysecuritymatters.org. He is currently CEO of Highway 61 Entertainment, where he specializes in documentaries. His movies include Bob Dylan, the Beatles, Farewell Israel, Atomic Jihad, and his latest, Dreams from My REAL Father: the TRUE Life Story of Barack Obama. This will be a startling, revealing hour. www.highway61ent.com Obamasrealfather.com 9/22/12

Diane Goldstein retired Lieutenant with the Redondo California Police Department is a member of Law Enforcement Against Prohibition. This is a group of police and judges who believe the war on marijuana has been a terrible and expensive failure. They believe marijuana should be regulated like wine. www.leap.cc 2/4/2012

Dennis N. Griffin & Andrew Didonato are the authors of Surviving the Mob: A Street Soldier’s Life Inside The Gambino Crime Family. This amazing book tells the life of Andrew Didonato from age 14 stealing cars until age 31 when the mob and the law were both after him. It isn’t your usual mob book, but a true insider’s view of how the mobsters look out for number 1 and use those who work for them until they’re of no further value or pose a perceived threat. The honor we see in the movies and television doesn’t exist on the streets. I really enjoyed this book as I enjoyed Mr. Griffin’s Culotta. www.huntingtonpress.com 6/23/12

Christopher Hall is an attorney who is concerned about the future of America. Hall documents how President Obama has systematically the structure of our democratic republic. The Big Picture: A Field Guide of Facts About the Obama Presidency vets our President under the microscope of truth. This book is an incredible read that should be read by all Americans for the sake of all we hold dear. Our country is on the edge of a change for which there will be no return. www.bigpicture2012.com 3/31/12

Kay Hawkins was the wife of “Buffalo” Bill Hawkins for 20 years. Bill Hawkins is the guru of America's largest doomsday cult “The House of Yahweh”. This “religion became a polygamous doomsday slave compound. With the advent of the 2012 Mayan Calendar we're seeing a proliferation of doomsday cults. Kay Hawkins has appeared on ABC News, Dr. Phil, and other programs. Her book is called The House of Yahweh: My Side of the Story. Www.KayHawkins.com 12/08/12

Mark Ireland is an advertising executive and participant in scientific investigations into the paranormal. He's the author of Soul Shift: Finding Where the Dead Go and he has published his late father’s book Psychic Potential: a Guide to Psychic Development. His father Richard Ireland was truly the“psychic to the stars”.
Doug Johnson is a businessman who started, built, and sold three businesses by the time he was 25. His father was a successful businessman and Doug is continuing his family legacy as President of G.R. Johnson & Son Consulting LLC. His two business books became best sellers, *Many are Called but Few Can Manage*, and the award winning *You Sold Me at Hello*. His latest book *No Tomorrows* is a call to action to prevent our nations collapse and return to the American dream. This election may be our last best hope to save our country where everyone can have an opportunity to succeed in a free society. 5/19/12, 9/15/12, 12/08/12

Doug Johnson is a 13-year veteran consumer advocate in the debt relief industry. Doug has alerted tens of thousands of consumers about the unethical practices and programs being used by banks, mortgage companies, lending institutions, and law firms which promise to rescue consumers from their debts but instead add to it. Doug's research into Federal and State laws governing debt and debt collection has allowed him to identify little known, effective outside the box solutions so you can control all forms of debt from mortgages to student loans. [Www.thetruthaboutdebtrelief.com](http://Www.thetruthaboutdebtrelief.com) 615) 942-1221 10/27/12

Frank Joseph is the editor-in-chief of *Ancient American magazine* and author of *The Lost Treasure of King Juba, The Lost Civilization of Lemura, Destruction of Atlantis, Opening the Ark of the Covenant, Unearthing Ancient America, Advanced Civilizations of Prehistoric America, Atlantis and 2012, Advanced Civilizations of Pre-Historic America*, and the incredible *Lost Worlds of Ancient America*. Tonight we’ll discuss the rise and fall of ancient civilizations and the amazing technologies these pre-Columbus ancient immigrants possessed. [Www.Ancient American.com](http://Www.Ancient American.com) 877) 494-0044 2/25/12, 4/28/12, 11/10/12

Gene Kennedy is a nationally recognized home improvement expert and consumer advocate. His 25 plus years as a state licensed roofing and building contractor has allowed him to personally witness how some in his profession take advantage of their clients. Every business has the good, the bad, and the ugly. Gene has the courage to show us how *Contractors Can Be Crooks*. Going into fall lots of people are beginning to look
toward repairs and remodeling. Mr. Kennedy will point out red flags that can save us time and money. http://saltwaterhomeresources.com 9/8/12

**Ronald Kessler** is an investigative journalist who has worked for the *Washington Post* the *Wall Street Journal* and currently Newsmax.com. His books *In the President’s Secret Service, Terrorist Watch, and The CIA at War*, were all *New York Times* best sellers. His latest book *The Secrets of the FBI* discloses many of the secrets of celebrities, politicians, movie stars, and spies/terrorists. No discussion of the FBI would be complete without a discussion of America’s G-Man J. Edgar Hoover. Mr. Kessler brings Hoover out of the closet into the full light of honest scrutiny. [www.RonaldKessler.com](http://www.RonaldKessler.com) 8/11/12

**Kenneth King**, a college professor and attorney, has spent over a year opposing the efforts of the Department of Homeland Security to bring the country’s second largest biodefense facility to his south central Kentucky community. *Germs Gone Wild* exposes the bioweapons/bioterrorism industry. [www.germsgonewild.com](http://www.germsgonewild.com) 2/04/2012

**Frank Kneeland** is an ex-progressive slot team leader and an expert at video poker and progressives. For over 18 years, Frank and his money-making team, the largest in Las Vegas, made a six-figure income living off slot machines. Kneeland walked away from professional gambling and wrote the first definitive book on how to beat the casinos, *The Secret World Of Video Poker Progressives*. He'll also discuss how to overcome gambling addiction. [www.progressivevp.com](http://www.progressivevp.com) 5/19/12

**Dr. Cynthia J. Koelker M.D.** is the author of *101 Ways To Save Money On Healthcare: Dr. K’s Practical Advice For Today’s Economy*. She is a board-certified family physician with more than 20 years experience. She holds degrees from MIT and CWRU School of Medicine and is a member of Mensa. She served in the National Health Corps to finance her medical education. Her latest book is a survival manual *Armageddon Medicine*: *How to be Your Own Doctor in 2012 and Beyond*. What good is gold or a gun if you’re dying from pneumonia or anthrax? [www.ArmageddonMedicine.com](http://www.ArmageddonMedicine.com) 3/24/12

**Matt Kohn** is the Director of the critically acclaimed motion picture *Call It Democracy*. This movie examines the electoral process and the Electoral College that extends far beyond the Bush v. Gore Supreme Court ruling. No less than four US President were elected by winning the electoral count but losing the popular vote. This year could be another nail biter. Kohn has produced, edited, and directed short and full length films, music videos, and documentaries over the past 15 years. He's also the author of “Lake Success” his highly regarded book of poetry. [Www.callitdemocracy.com](http://Www.callitdemocracy.com) 11/3/12

**Dr. Adrian Krieg** is the author of *Satori* that names members of the Bilderbergers, Trilateralists, CFR, *July 4 2016 (The Last Independence Day)* and *Our Political Systems* which describe how both parties are controlled and manipulated. Dr. Krieg’s *Vale*, shows the connection between Zionism, Communism, and the Illuminati. His satirical *The New America Newspeak Dictionary*, is a 21st century “Devil’s Dictionary”. *Before Departing….A Few Words, The American Dream/Nightmare: Obama’s Plan, Money*,
Oz in the New Millennium, and his latest work RENDEVOUS with the NEW WORLD ORDER. This book is conspiracy fact. We'll take a view into the future as we discuss the outlook for the new year. www.a2zPublications.com 1/14/12, 9/1/12

Stephen Lendman is a writer and broadcaster host of The Progressive Radio News, and co-author of The Iraq Quagmire: The Price of Imperial Arrogance. Mr. Lendman’s latest book How Wall Street Fleeces America: Privatized Banking, Government Collusion and Class War examines the hidden forces that have brought us to the edge of financial disaster. www.veteranstoday.com www.progressiveradionetwork.com sjlendman.com 1/7/12

Jerrol LeBaron for the last 6 years his www.InkTip.com has helped getting the right scripts into the right hands. Jerrol is a triple threat as a screenwriter, actor and martial arts black belt. He stars in and produced the amazing new movie Fools on the Hill. This video is a non-partisan wake-up call as how our elected representatives actually earn, or in most cases, receive their income. You’ll discover how little attention they pay to the laws they propose or vote on. Mr. LaBaron with tenacity and disarming naïveté is reminiscent of Peter Falk as Colombo. His supportive cast includes Dean Cain and Ed Begley Jr. GET THIS VIDEO and share it with all your friends democrats or republicans. Let them know that for our survival we must take an active part in the making of laws we all must follow. www.FoolsontheHillMovie.com 6/2/12

Debbie Lewis is an award winning movie producer specializing in patriotic-style documentaries that expose governmental abuse of power and focus viewers on a wide range of grassroots solutions. Her films include five documentaries including 911 In Plane Site, the award winning Beyond Treason, Washington You’re Fired, Don’t Tread on Me, Camp FEMA. The Southern Poverty Law Center has called CAMP FEMA racist., however, it examines America for World War II Japanese internment and other racist activities. Blood of Patriots, an examination of the America intended by our founders and the subversion of our Constitution. Their latest film The Ron Paul Uprising is a must view for our future. www.TakeBackWashington.com, www.CampFEMA.com, www.bloodofpatriotsmovie.com or www.williamlewisfilms.com 3/3/12

Marlo Lewis Jr. is a Senior Fellow at the Competitive Enterprise Institute where he writes on global warming, energy policy, and other public policy issues. Prior to joining CEI he served as Director of External Relations at the Reason Foundation in Los Angeles. During the 106th Congress, Marlo served as Staff Director of the House Government Reform Subcommittee on National Economic Growth, Natural Resources, and Regulatory Affairs. He has been published in The Washington Times, Investors Business Daily, National Review, and Interpretation. www.CEI.org 8/18/12

William Lewis has been a practicing CPA for over 30 years. Bill started publishing tax donation guides in 1990 and is the co-author of Money for your used clothing. His tax saving strategies have been recognized in Money Magazine, USA Today, Kiplinger’s,
Todd Lipscomb spent nearly 15 years in the tech business, overseeing Asian and worldwide financial operations for Western Digital Corporation. Seeing the serious void in U.S. manufacturing, Lipscomb started his own company, MadeinUSAForever.com, an online store of American-made products. Lipscomb is the author of *REMAID IN THE USA: How We Can Restore Jobs, Retool Manufacturing and Compete with the World.*

John Longenecker was one of the earliest paramedics in Los Angeles EMS. He certainly saw his fair share of gun injuries and deaths. This led him to the belief that only by repealing gun laws that keep weapons out of the hands of law-abiding citizens can we return to safe streets and reclaim our communities. Anywhere in America, the armed citizen is identical to the CPR-trained citizen. *The CPR Corollary* offers 15 equivalents of the moral purpose and public interest between the armed citizen and CPR trained citizen. Available as an E-Book for only $5.95 2/25, 7/28, 12/21/12

Gregory Mannarino is a financial strategist, technical analyst, and a practicing health care provider. He’s the host of a popular YouTube daily blog and author of 7 books. His latest, *The Politics of Money* is a complete update of all of his books. His experience as a Wall Street analyst for the securities arm of Bear Stearns during the dot-com bubble gave him the insight to explore and expose finance, economics, government, and current events on Wall Street and Main Street America. His mission is to make us aware to *become your own central bank.* The BYOCB community may be the survivors in a radically changing America and world.

Al Martin, former Naval Intelligence Officer and author of *The Conspirators,* discusses America’s economic future. Al is the “insider” who names those in government profiting from white-collar crime. Discover “insider secrets “about our economic condition and how to prepare for the future. Learn where the “smart money” is going as Al reveals *Ominous Economic Signs.* Tonight we’ll discuss the darkening economic clouds around the world and the possible trigger of a collapse from Europe.

Roy Masters is a man for all reasons. In 1960 he started conservative talk radio on KTMY in Los Angeles. His “*Advice Line*” is currently heard on over 200 stations and on the internet. His books deal with Christianity, health, parenting, sex, religion, and stress. His meditation CD’s have helped thousands obtain true freedom and awareness. His “*Coping Strategies*” have been instrumental in helping many in our military becoming resilient leaders again. He’s the founder and director of the *Foundation of Human Understanding* which has a mission to provide support to anyone searching for personal and spiritual guidance. Mr. Masters also founded the *Brighton Academy* to provide a
positive environment so students can develop into successful, soulful individuals.

www.FHU.com 800) 877-3227 www.TalkRadioNetwork.com 5/2/12

**Ryan Mauro** is the National Security Analyst for *Radical Islam.org*. In 2003 he founded *World Threats.com* and became a volunteer researcher for the Reform Party of Syria, a group dedicated to bringing democracy to that country. In 2005 he published *Death to America: The Unreported Battle of Iraq*. He is National Security Advisor for the Christian Action Network. Mr. Mauro will explain how these are the final days for Syria’s President Bashar al-Assad and Syria’s future in light of the Moslem Brotherhood’s success in Egypt. We’ll also discuss radical Islamists being marginalized leading to major security issues here in the US. www.RadicalIslam.com 7/4/12, 11/24/12

**Robert Mazur** spent 5 years laundering money for Columbian drug cartels, working undercover, to bring down their hierarchy and the international banks that laundered their fortunes. His work led to prosecution of the world’s 7th largest privately held bank BCCI and convictions of many of their senior bank officials. His book *My Secret Life Inside the Dirty Banks Behind Pablo Escobar’s Medellin Cartel* is more amazing and intriguing than any fictional account. You’ll keep saying “this can’t be real” but it is all true. Mr. Mazur is currently President of Chase & Associates, an investigative agency that services law firms and corporations throughout the US. [http://the-infiltrator.com](http://the-infiltrator.com) 4/14

**Martin Mawyer** was a freelance journalist who founded the *Christian Action Network* in 1980. This is an organization founded on Biblical principles, values, and tradition. They are respectful of other religions but not afraid to point out the dangers posed by radicals. His books include, *Silent Shame, Pathways to Success, Defending the American Family*, and our topic tonight *Twilight in America: The Untold Story of Islamic Terrorist Training Camps Inside America*. Mr. Mawyer has appeared on *Larry King, The O'Reilly Factor, The Hannity Show*, etc. www.ChristianAction.com www.IslamRising.com 12/08/12

Bruce Mesnekoff is General Manager and Senior Loan Advisor for College Education Services. He has developed and implemented programs which have enabled thousands of borrowers to successfully retake control of their previously unmanageable student loan debt. [www.quickconsolidation.com](http://www.quickconsolidation.com) 877) 467-5780

**Merlin Miller** is a graduate of the US Military Academy at West Point, New York. He served several years in the U.S. Army and commanded 2 units, and then he worked as an Industrial Engineering Manager for Michelin Tire. He attended USC in the mid-1980’s and achieved a MFA degree in Cinema/Television. His award winning, independently produced films “A Place to Grow” and “Jericho” were produced on time and under budget. He has become politically active and formed the *American Third Position Party* in hopes we still can restore our Constitution and country. He is their Presidential Candidate. His book is their hope and dream for America *Our Vision for America*. MerlinMiller2012.com, www.american3rdposition.com 4/14/12
Bob Mills practiced law from 1966 until he became a television writer in 1976. He became one of the head writers for Bob Hope, ceased all contacts with the legal profession, and began an adventure that took him around the world and allowed him to work with the top performers in the world. Bob hasn’t slowed up as he writes topical blogs for bereftonthelleft.blogspot.com, is a volunteer reader for Recordings for the Blind and Dyslexic, and hosts a weekly radio program Inside Television for the Los Angeles Radio Reading Service in Northridge, California. His new book is The Laugh Makers: A Behind the Scenes Tribute to Hope’s Incredible Gag Writers www.bearmanoraudio.com/info.htm 5/4/12

Richard Miniter is an investigative reporter where he worked for The Wall Street Journal in Brussels, the award winning investigative team for The Sunday Times of London, and editorial page editor and Vice president of The Washington Times. He has over 200 TV appearances since 2001 on every US news network plus networks around the world. His radio appearances include a continuing every Friday guest spot on the Lars Larson Show plus, Rush, Hannity, Levin, and Laura Ingraham. His latest books are the soon to be made into a movie, Mastermind: The Many Faces of Khalid Shaikh Mohammed and the explosive blockbuster expose Leading From Behind: The Reluctant President and the Advisors Who Decide for Him which we’ll discuss tonight. www.richminiter.com 9/29/12

Joseph Scott Morgan is a tenured Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice and Forensics at North Georgia College and State University. He's one of the leading experts on Coroner training in America. He worked for 6 years as a Forensic Investigator for Jefferson Parish in New Orleans and was Senior Medical Investigator for Fulton County, Atlanta for 14 years. Mr. Morgan had a staff of 11 medicolegal investigators. As an autopsy assistant he conducted over 7000 autopsies. His book, Blood Beneath My Feet is an amazing story told by an incredible man. www.JosephScottMorgan.com 12/1/12


James Munton is one of the country’s most in-demand speakers on the subject of deception, identity theft, and data breach. Mr. Munton has performed on FOX and ABC Morning News and has been featured in articles in the Wall Street Journal, Dallas Morning News, and the Washington Post. He has lectured and performed at the White House and before hundreds of corporations and private events. James is a member of the National Association of Bunco Investigators former president of the national capitol ring of the International Brotherhood of Magicians. His book The Con examines how scams work, why you’re vulnerable, and how to protect yourself. www.ScamFu.com 7/21,12/21
Dr. Ann Marie Neilsen is a licensed mental health counselor, mind-body wellness consultant, couples counselor, biogenesis practioner, and certified hypnotist. She's the perfect Valentine guest. Ann Marie says “there's a place in you where there is a perfect pattern of well-being. The key to creating a happy life and to fulfilling your highest destiny comes from discovering and accepting your inner brilliance”

Marita Noon is the founder of Energy Makes America Great and is Executive Director of the Citizen’s Alliance for Responsible Energy which promotes American energy independence. She is a weekly columnist for Townhall.com, and her work has appeared in Camera, Houston Chronicle, American Oil and Gas Reporter, and the Nashville Tennessean plus others. We’ll discuss rising fuel costs, the reasons and the remedies. “The Voice of Energy” Marita Noon is the author of 20 books including Energy Freedom.

Pam Oakes is a fourth generation auto technician. She received her ASE certification in 1995 and since then has repaired tens of thousands of vehicles. In 1995 she started Pam’s Motor City Automotive, Which grew from a one person operation to a 12 bay 10 mechanic shop. Her books are Car Care for the Clueless: How You Can Make Money While Maintaining Your Vehicle and Car Care for the Clueless: Successful Used Car Buying 101. Pam’s radio program Car Care for the Clueless can be heard on WGRN.

James A. O’Kon P.E. is an award winning design engineer with decades of experience. His 40 years of investigating Maya engineering and lost Maya technology has led to numerous scientific papers and a new outlook concerning the advances made by and understanding of this civilization. He was inducted as a National Fellow of the Explorers Club and author of The Lost Secrets of Maya Technology.

Steve Olsher is America's re-invention expert and author of Amazon's #1 rated book on web marketing Internet Prophets: The World's leading experts Reveal How to Profit Online. Steve believes Americans must focus not on what our government is doing or saying, but on carving our own path. Step one is a cost/benefit analysis of earning a college degree. Steve is a successful entrepreneur co-Founder of Liquor.com and co-star of the film Keeper of the Keys.

Adam Parfrey is probably the most influential “underground” publisher in post-millennial America. If you’re a fan of Ed Wood, the social commentary of Church of Satan’s Anton LaVey, the philosophy and rocket science of Jack Parsons, or revival of
1950’s burlesque you’ve been touched by Adam Parfrey. His *Apocalypse Culture, Exit Magazine*, and *Environmental Scans* established Parfrey’s critical reputation that won accolades from *X-Files* creator Chris Carter, actor Crispin Glover, and serial killer Richard Ramirez. He published books include works by Jim Keith, Kenn Thomas, Joseph Ferrell, and *War Is A Racket* by Gen. Smedley Butler. Tonight we’ll discuss *RITUAL AMERICA: Secret Brotherhoods and Their Influence on American Society.*  
www.feralhouse.com 6/23/12

**Bill Persky** is one of the creators of modern television. As a five-time Emmy winning writer, producer and director for such shows as *The Dick Van Dyke Show, That Girl, Kate and Allie, Who’s the Boss, Lotsa Luck,* and *Good Morning World* Persky set the tone for a generation of decency and fun. His shows not only reflected the culture but had a strong influence on our culture. His book *My Life is a Situation Comedy* is a perfect gift this Holiday season. How often can you hear from a man who did stand-up with Mel Brooks, wrote for Howdy Doody, Sid Caesar, Steve Allen, Danny Thomas, Carl Reiner and Orson Wells? www.billpersky.com 12/1/12

**Dr. Diane Pomerance Ph.D.,** has worked for 30 years in the entertainment industry. She’s listed in 4 “Who’s Who” leadership and achievement listings. The list of television programs of which she was involved is legendary from “Captain Kangaroo” to “PM Magazine”. Her Polaire Entertainment Group’s professional affiliations includes many of the world’s pre-eminent health organizations. She created the Pet Grief Counseling Program for the SPCA of Texas. She is the author of *When Your Pet Dies, Animal Companions: Your Friends Teachers and Guides,* her latest is *Our Rescue Dog Family Album.* Dr. Pomerance has appeared on over 1600 radio programs, all major TV networks, and countless magazines and newspapers. Tonight we’ll discuss traveling with your pet. www.AnimalCompanionsandTheirPeople.com 7/7/12

**Q-R**

**John Rappaport** was the producer and head writer of *M*A*S*H* for 4 years including the 2 ½ hour finale, the highest rated program in television history. He created, wrote, and produced 24 network pilots. Mr. Rappaport was on the writing staff of three #1 rated television all-time classics, *Night Court, All In the Family, The Odd Couple,* plus *Maude, The Lily Thomlin Special,* and *Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In.* It would take ½ the show just listing all of Mr. Rappaport’s movie credits and awards. He was inducted into the *Producer’s Guild of America* and *The National Association of Broadcasters Hall of Fame.* 6/2/12

**Blair Rodman** has been a professional poker player for over 20 years. In 2004 he made it into prize money six times and played at three final World Series of Poker tables. His book *Kill Phil* is the fast track to winning no-limit hold’em tournaments. Marcel Luske, two-time Hall of Fame Classic Champion says, “it’s like giving the gun to the rabbit.” We’ll learn what it’s like to be at the Championship circuit with the pressure, lights, and
money at stake. You can learn the skills from *Kill Phil* to be, within an hour, competitive in your first tournament.

**www.KillPhilPoker.com**  
**www.ShopLVA.com**  
5/26/12

**Wayne Allyn Root** is an entrepreneur and economist as well as the best-selling author of 7 books. He is a regular guest on FOX News Channel, as well as radio stations across America. This REAGAN LIBERTARIAN was the 2008 Libertarian Party Vice-Presidential nominee. Wayne is a featured speaker at many of the biggest Tea Party events in America. He is a regular columnist at popular Web sites, FoxNews, Forbes, Newsmax, Breitbart, WorldNetDaily, DrudgeReport, Glenn Beck's TheBlaze.com and many more, and is featured in the Washington Times and Las Vegas Review Journal.

**www.RootforAmerica.com**  
7/28/12, 10/6/12, 12/21/12

**Harley Schlanger** is the West Coast Coordinator for the *Lyndon Larouche Organization*. Mr. Schlanger offers optimism with new faces, and real candidates not the same old standard 2 party offerings in the pockets of Wall Street. There are ways America can be saved economically and return to being the positive leader of the free world. We’ll discuss the Irish European Union vote, the need for Glass Stigall as our last best hope, and Rep. Walter Jones House Resolution 107.  
**www.Larouchepub.com**,  
3/17/12, 5/26/12, 6/30/12, 11/10/12, 12/15/12

**Robert M. Schoch PhD.** Earned his PhD. in geology and geophysics at Yale University. He is currently a tenured faculty member at Boston University. In the 1990's he demonstrated that the Sphinx is thousands of years older than had been assumed. He's featured in the Emmy-winning documentary *The Mystery of the Sphinx*. His books include *Pyramid Quest, Voyages of the Pyramid Builders, Voices of the Rocks, Stratigraphy, Environmental Science*, and *The Parapsychology Revolution*. Dr. Schoch's latest book *Forgotten Civilization: The Role of bSolar Outbursts in Our Past and Future*, is a MUST read and one of the best books I've ever read.  
**www.robertcchoch.com** 11/3/12

**Ray Sette** has been a practicing astrologer and a member of The American Association of Astrologers since 1990. Ray believes “there is information in the universe that can help us all create better lives, and one of those tools is astrology.” We’ll look to the future, examine the past, and see what choices are available as we examine astrological for 2012. Astrologer Ray has been my first guest of the year for many years. Ray’s book *The Planets Align So Rare: Twelve Dimensions to the Human Potential*, offers us a
roadmap for our future. We’ll examine what’s in store for our country, celebrities, and politics. [www.astrologerray.com](http://www.astrologerray.com) 1/7/12


**Robert Siciliano** is McAfee’s security consultant, as well as an American television news correspondent, security analyst, and author of *The Safety Minute: How to take control of your personal security and prevent fraud*. Mr. Siciliano has appeared on *The Today Show, CBS Early Show, CNN, MSNBC, Fox, CNBC, Inside Edition, Extra,* with articles in all major publications from *USA Today* to *The New York Times*. He is a security consultant for ADT, Intelius, [www.intelius.com](http://www.intelius.com) and founder of [www.IDTheftSecurity.com](http://www.IDTheftSecurity.com) 4/21/12

**Brian Sussman** is a television journalist turned meteorologist. He has dedicated his life to exposing the Marxist agenda behind “global warming” and “climate change”. His blockbuster book *Climategate* showed the skewed data coming from the Al Gore camp. Over the last 20 years he’s been a talk radio host at KSFO a top conservative radio station in the heart of liberal San Francisco. Mr. Sussman’s latest book *Eco-Tyranny* hit the bookstores last week. This is a MUST read. [www.briansussman.com](http://www.briansussman.com) 4/28/12, 11/10/12

**David Swanson** is an author, blogger and activist. His books include *Daybreak: Undoing the Imperial Presidency and forming a More Perfect Union* and *War Is A Lie*. Tonight we’ll discuss the relationship between war and morality and how we are becoming conditioned to accept violence as the new norm. The latest doctrine of “humanitarian Intervention” is bolstered by television’s “Stars earn Stripes” which celebrates war and death as a spectator sport. Ancient Rome would be proud of these modern gladiators, live, in living color in our homes. [Rootsaction.org](http://Rootsaction.org) [warisacrime.org](http://warisacrime.org) [StarsEarnStripes.org](http://StarsEarnStripes.org) 8/25

**Clabe Taylor** is a former Intelligence Operative with extensive clandestine field experience in Russia and Latin America. He's a founding member of *Spymasters Literary Guild* and author of *Mako* and *Texmex*. Tonight we'll discuss the safety issues of a winter vacation in Mexico and other issues. [Www.clabetaylor.com](http://Www.clabetaylor.com) 11/17/12

**Carl Teichrib** is a long-time researcher and writer on globalization and its many sub-topics. In the past he has attended numerous global governance events as an observer or participant, allowing him a unique window into the mind-set of the internationalists.
Carl’s work has been utilized by a host of recognized authors, commentators, political and religious researchers. Presently he’s the editor of Forcing Change, a monthly, online, intelligence-style journal documenting and analyzing the deeper political, economic, and religious trends changing our world. Tonight we’ll discuss the “Shadow Government” the foundations.  www.forcingchange.org 3/3/12, 7/14/12, 12/29/12

**Judy Tenuta** is a star of stage, television, and movies, with a huge fan base of “love slaves”. Her new religion is “Judyism” and she has just released *Full Frontal Tenudity* which is chocked full of Judyisms. It’s part cookbook, part religion, sex, and memoirs. If you’re a fan of Judy Tenuta, as I am, you’ll need *Full Frontal Tenudity*. The “love goddess” has told me it will help you in both the kitchen and the bedroom. “It could happen.”  www.judytenuta.com  6/09/12

**Pete Trabucco** is an aviation and travel expert and author of *America’s Top Roller Coasters and Amusement Parks*. Major Pete Trabucco is in the U.S. Air Force Auxiliary New Jersey wing of the CAP. He has twice been awarded the Air Force Chief of Staff award from the pentagon for his work. Pete served as Director of Regional Sales and Training for New Jersey branch of the American Heart Association. He was instrumental in getting Automated External Defibrillation (PAD) approved and signed into law in all 50 states and by the Federal Government. He became interested in roller coasters out of fear. Since overcoming his fear he has ridden over 300 roller coasters in the US.  http://Americasrollercoasters.tateauthor.com/  6/16/12

**U-V**

**Holland Vandennieuwenhof** is the writer of the amazing film *A Nobel Lie: Oklahoma City 1995*. Before 911 there was Oklahoma City. This video exposes how the government and the media worked together to cover-up and bury the truths behind the Oklahoma City Bombings. This video is th culmination of years of research. You’ll never look at the war on terrorism in the same light or the stories we've been asked to believe.  www.freemindfilms.com  www.anobellie.com  2/18/12

**Patty Vinikow** is an investigator and researcher who has examined carefully facts versus fiction concerning chem-trails in the sky. Her research has proven that we are under assault from a cabal of scientists, corporation, and governmental spraying of heavy metal oxides in the atmosphere. The effects on soil, water and humans is alarming. We'll discuss the new videos by Michael Murphy *What in the World are they Spraying* and *Why in the World are they Spraying*. Patty is head of a citizens action group *Blue Skies Over Nevada*.  12/15/12

**W**

**Diana West** writes a weekly column for *Universal Uclick* which appears in over 120 newspapers. In addition she is the Washington correspondent for *Dispatch International*. Her work has been in *The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Times, The New Criterion, and The Washington Post Magazine*. She has recently been on *Lou Dobbs Tonight* and Glen Beck's TV documentaries “*The Project*” and *Rumors of War III*. Her new book *The Death of the Grown-Up: How America's Arrested Development is


Bringing Down Western Civilization, will be followed by American Betrayal: The Secret Assault on Our Nation's Character, next year. Ms. West is an expert on Islam and Islamization issues. DianaWest.Net 10/27/12, 11/3/12

Christian Wilde explains how to detect and neutralize Hidden Causes of Heart Attack and Stroke. Inflammation is cardiology’s newest frontier. You’ll discover the C-reactive protein as missing link to heart attack and stroke. Mr. Wilde’s latest book is the revolutionary Miracle Stem Cell Heart Repair. There is hope for those who have suffered heart attacks and bypass surgery to live a normal, drug free, life. We’ll also discuss the miracle of Turmeric. www.abigon.com, www.MyHeartBook.com 5/12, 9/29

Jeff Wilson has run and owned companies as CFO, COO, CEO, legal counsel, and “turnaround guy”, helping them reach record sales and profits. He has taught at colleges, and given estate and financial planning seminars. Life’s Cheat Sheet: Crucial Success Habits School Never Taught You reveals mind control techniques, street smart skills, and life planning. This book is dedicated to helping people achieve success and wealth, in spite of the economy. www.lifescheatsheets.com 3/17/12

Patrick M. Wood, a registered investment advisor, founded The August Corporation in October 1975 and in 1978 The Trilateral Observer with Professor Anthony Sutton as co-editor. In 1981 Wood founded the World Research Library which is dedicated to researching, examining and exposing the world’s elite. Wood & Professor Sutton’s Trilaterals Over Washington volume I &II have been used as textbooks at many colleges and universities. Mr. Wood’s DVD Why Financial Chaos outlines the Trilateral Commission’s endgame. His latest DVD Apostasy in Motion relates the current and alarming trends in Christianity and how many churches are being deceived and the transhumanism emerging battlefield. www.AugustReview.com 4/21, 9/22, 11/17

Frank Wuco is a retired Naval Intelligence Officer with 23 years active duty and 30 years of service to the national security and intelligence community. Tonight we’ll discuss two areas of Mr. Wuco’s expertise Iran and the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt. We’ll also examine Pakistan and why President Obama would invite its’ President to the NATO summit. Frank hosts his own dynamic radio program on WFLA 970 in Tampa, Sundays from 2:00 to 4:00 PM. www.970wfla.com/pages/frankwuco.html 7/21/12

X–Y–Z


Dr. Anthony Youn MD has appeared on CNN, 90210, Rachel Ray, The Doctors, The O’Reilly Factor, and a host of publications from US Weekly to the National Enquirer. Dr.
Youn is the celebrity cosmetic surgeon America turns to for answers. www.celebcosmeticsurgery.com. He will keep you In Stiches as he recounts stories of his life and practice. Rachel Ray says Dr. Youn is “a cut above the rest”. Prepare for an hour when Grey’s Anatomy meets Nip/Tuck. www.InStitchesBook.com 1/21/12

Ozzie Zehner has worked on projects with industry, government, and academia. His book *Green Illusions: The Dirty Secrets of Clean Energy and the Future of Environmentalism* examines our need to re-think energy policies. Mr. Zehner has spent over 10 years investigating environmentalism and energy policy. His conclusion is that virtually all alternative energy sources solve some problems, but create a host of new aches and pains. He is a philanthropy consultant, guest speaker, and visiting scholar at the University of California, Berkley. His recent publications *The Christian Science Monitor, The Humanist, The Futurist, Women’s Study Quarterly, the Economist,* and *CNN, MSNBC, USA Today.* www.GreenIllusions.org http://OzzieZehner.org 7/28/12